Music composition using digital audio sequence editors is increasingly performed in a visual workspace where sound complexes are built from discrete sound objects, called gestures that are arranged in time and space to generate a continuous composition. The visual workspace, common to most industry standard audio loop sequencing software, is premised on the arrangement of gestures defined with geometric shape properties. Here, one aspect of fractal set theory was validated using audio-frequency sets to evaluate self-affine scaling behavior when new sound complexes are built through union and intersection operations on discrete musical gestures. Results showed that intersection of two sets revealed lower complexity compared with the union operator, meaning that the intersection of two sound gestures is an almost disjoint set, and in accord with formal logic. These results are also discussed with reference to fuzzy sets, cellular automata, nanotechnology and selforganization to further explore the link between sequenced notation and complexity.
3 located on separate tracks. This interface is analogous to a multitrack tape recorder that follows a linear time line to process audio control events (Miles-Huber, 1999; McGee, 2000a-b) . This paper only considers computer-based software sequencers similar to those detailed in Wentk (1999) .
The sequencing process allows the user to select discrete sound objects; most commonly in WAV or MIDI file format and arrange these in time and space. Figure 1 highlights the important features of this visual approach using a grid representation with the rows representing the different instruments (or WAV files), while the columns represent time. 
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A typical example of this in dance music occurs around a four bar loop where a sequence of sixteen beats is repeated throughout the composition where different instruments, sound fonts or sample files are triggered 'on' or 'off' to alter mood (Jones, 1999b) . Layering is another sequencing technique where vocal parts are overlaid on the same track to rapidly repeat a sample (Anderson, 2000) . This is a common example of the union operator. Use of multiple track layering naturally involves intersection effects.
Contemporary music composition is becoming increasingly reliant on digital techniques (McGee, 2000a-b) , not to mention how 'music' can be mapped to alternative numerical outputs like fractals (Diaz-Jerez, 1999) or cellular automata (Miranda, 1998) or manipulated using granular synthesis processing (Zadorin, 1997; Duesenberg, 1999) to generate diverse effects. This paper examines the fundamental logical process of 'Union' and 'Intersection' that underpins all computer sequence-based compositions. This is addressed by investigating one aspect of fractal set theory (Hastings and Sugihara, 1993 ) that naturally follows from the object-oriented feature of audio sequencing software. For simplicity, we begin by examining straightforward arrangements of sound complexes to explore their formal logic properties. It is recognized that in practice, set combinations of different sounds can be highly complex. To this end, fuzzy logic may better represent subtle effects of union and intersection (Kosko, 1994) , although fundamental results detailed here are likely to hold in more fine-grained interpretations.
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Additionally, this paper considers the topic of sonic information structure and why sound is a scholarly topic in computer science. O'Donnell and Bisnovatyi (2000) have previously emphasized the importance of 'sound' research with respect to its' use as an information channel of no less significance that visual data. To this end, this paper considers the mathematical nature of discrete sound samples as part of a larger sound matrix. Only by recognizing formal properties of simple interactions is it then possible to explore sound in more complex systems. My motivation in this direction is towards experiments that explore novel interface opportunities at the nanoscale. At this level of organisation, amplification or transduction of spin-state properties might well offer a new class of audio defined as nanosound that is acoustically unusual due to quantum interactions, inter-molecular vibration or chaotic-type effects.
Research Question:
If several WAV files are triggered in parallel, and each sound complex is treated as a set of notes in frequency space, then what happens when discrete WAV files are combined (Union) or overlapped (Intersection)? This problem was examined from the perspective of almost-disjoint set theory that had been addressed theoretically by Hastings and Sugihara (1993) . Their discussion focussed on how the scaling dimension (Euclidean or fractal) was influenced by simple logical operations, and general results concerning the definition of an almost disjoint set (Weisstein, 1996-) in terms of discrete objects are summarized in Figure 2 .
Since digital audio can be discretized, one can imagine different mapping procedures between size and frequency at the nanoscale. Therefore digital signals are topologically equivalent to material interactions between nano-units, where complexity emerges from the bottom-up. fonts. The intersection of two planes (d=2), forms another plane (d=2), which is clearly not an almost disjoint union. Re-drawn from Hastings and Sugihara (1993) .
Experiments:
Perform self-affine analysis to measure the scaling dimension for the UNION set x formed by a binary operation on two discrete WAV files, A∪B.
(ii) Perform self-affine analysis to measure the scaling dimension for the INTERSECTION set x formed by a binary operation on two discrete WAV files, A∩B.
(iii) Perform visual recurrence analysis on experiments (i) and (ii).
In these experiments I set A=B as the defining property.
Software:
7 Sonic Foundry Acid Music 2.0 was used as the audio sequencer to generate sound complex arrangements that reflected one aspect of fractal set theory. WAV file data was converted into ASCII text for analysis with Benoit, which performs a range of standard fractal analysis functions. Nonlinear Dynamics Toolbox (Applied Chaos Lab -Georgia Institute of Technology) was used to perform conversion into numerical (ASCII) output from input WAV files.
Fractal Analysis:
Self-affine fractal analysis was performed using Benoit, Version 1.01 (TruSoft Int'l, Inc Power-Spectral Analysis:
This method plots the power spectrum versus frequency to estimate scaling at different resolutions.
Wavelet Transform:
The one-dimensional wavelet transform identifies local variations in signal amplitude by decomposition into time-frequency space. This method shares similarity with PowerSpectral analysis, but is not limited to analysis using combinations of trigonometric functions built from sine waves to represent signal properties. In this application, the analyzing wavelet was a step function (Haar wavelet).
Recurrence Analysis:
Recurrence plots are a recent qualitative visualization technique (Konov, 1999) that are suitable for reconstructing multidimensional representations from one-dimensional datasets (Eckmann et al., 1987) . Highly deterministic signals show well-structured recurrence plots, while random data show more uniform color distributions. Version 4.2 of Visual
Recurrence Analysis was used to analyze audio WAV files.
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Audio WAV Set Construction: Recurrence analysis has been performed for both logical operators to visually demonstrate how the intersection of two sound objects leads to a less complex morphology, compared with the union operator. 
Definitions:

Almost Disjoint Sets
A set x is the almost-disjoint union of two sets A and B if x is the UNION of A and B, and the INTERSECTION of A and B has lower dimension than A and B.
Unification of Sets
A new set x generated by the unification of A and B consists of all elements contained in A or in B or in both.
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Intersection of Sets A new set x generated by the intersection of A and B consists of those elements contained in A and in B.
Negation of Sets
A new set x consists of all the elements in some set-valued universe, but not in the set A is the negation of A. 
Binary Operations
A rule assigning to two elements x,y of a set, an element
x o y of the same set. Addition, multiplication, division and subtraction are binary operations. (Daintith and Nelson, 1989) .
Cellular Automata
Computer simulations or models showing homogeneous interactions that occur on a grid or lattice. Each grid point is equivalent to a cell state. Rules are used to specify cell state and cell state evolution is dependent on the state of the cell and a finite number of neighboring cell states. Rules are applied in parallel, yet local neighborhood interactions occur in discrete steps. (Weimar, 1996) . 
Results:
The two data sets constructed as shown in Figure 3 revealed the following general results:
(i) Self-affine scaling analysis was a straightforward and sensitive indicator to quantify logic statements applied in the audio spectrum.
(ii) A set x is the almost-disjoint union of two sets A and B if x is the union of A and B (H~0.7, D∼1.30), and the intersection of A and B has lower dimension (H~0.81,
D∼1.19) than the dimensions of A and B.
(iii) Visual recurrence analysis provided qualitative support that the intersection operator returned a less complex morphology pattern compared with the union. Table 1 . Table showing the Hurst exponent and Fractal Dimension estimates following evaluation of selfaffine scaling using three methods for union and intersection operators applied to the sound complexes detailed in Figure 3 . It is recognized that each WAV file dataset was a self-affine curve, and hence the Hurst exponent is the appropriate statistic, however, Hurst values have been transformed into their equivalent fractal dimensions for purposes of clarity following D=2-H.
Conclusions:
Overlap of multiple sound gestures to create a 'sound complex' is a fundamental, yet complex feature of the software-based music composition process. Parallel processing of sound complexes via digital wave synthesis has provided an interesting opportunity to verify fundamental principles of set theory and logic applied to digital music.
While advances in conventional computer circuitry have shaped the direction of contemporary electronic music, nanotechnology and molecular electronics offers exciting potential for the design of new musical tools and alternative modes of expression (Cutler et al., 2000; Wilkinson, 2000) . Nanocomputation works by exploiting information transfer at The results reported here suggest that audio signals adhere to formal logic, as would be expected, since the object-oriented sequencing process was implemented geometrically in a visual workspace -equivalent to the sound matrix. It should be recognized that the 'union' function reflects the stopping and starting of different musical gestures, while the 'intersection' operator reflects the overlap or layering of different musical gestures. From a geometric viewpoint, a sound complex formed by the union operator is a more complex event than sound complexes formed with the intersection operator. This experiment supports our premise that the defining property for compositions arranged with digital audio sequencers might be understood and numerically evaluated in terms of fractal set theory.
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The potential for development of unique musical-instrument transducer systems using breakthrough microtechnologies that support binary operations is self-evident. One example cited by Cutler et al. (2000) reports on miniature computers called 'SmartDust' that are smaller than 1mm
3
. At an even smaller scale, nanomaterials that might form such systems could have major impact on developments in audio performance. Such devices could be programmed using cellular automata, fractal or chaotic translations to achieve innovative sequenced sounds.
From the fractal interpretation we can conclude that sequenced audio compositions are a class of cellular automata, with rule definitions set by the aesthetic of the composer.
Further, union and intersection operations may be understood in terms of binary notation as applied to quantum physics. Therefore 'union' is equivalent to a rise in local energy maxima (a transition, spin up), while 'intersection' is equivalent to a fall in local energy (relaxation, spin down). Idealization of set-valued logic processing in nano-scale systems may be of fundamental significance in the design of novel frequency manipulation devices. The congruence between the fractality of sound complexes and its interpretation using information theory, set theory, formal logic or fuzzy logic means that sequenced music as information, must result in a self-organizing process over time.
